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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution for securing the landing zones. The solution must meet the landing zone
requirements and the business requirements. What should you configure for each landing zone? 

A. Azure DDoS Protection Standard 

B. an Azure Private DNS zone 

C. Microsoft Defender for Cloud 

D. an ExpressRoute gateway 

Correct Answer: D 

ExpressRoute provides direct connectivity to Azure cloud services and connecting Microsoft\\'s global network. All
transferred data is not encrypted, and do not go over the public Internet. VPN Gateway provides secured connectivity to
Azure 

cloud services over public Internet. 

Note: 

Litware identifies the following landing zone requirements: 

1. 

Route all internet-bound traffic from landing zones through Azure Firewall in a dedicated Azure subscription. 

2. 

Provide a secure score scoped to the landing zone. 

3. 

Ensure that the Azure virtual machines in each landing zone communicate with Azure App Service web apps in the
same zone over the Microsoft backbone network, rather than over public endpoints. 

4. 

Minimize the possibility of data exfiltration. 

5. 

Maximize network bandwidth. 

Litware identifies the following business requirements: 

1. 

Minimize any additional on-premises infrastructure. 

2. 

Minimize the operational costs associated with administrative overhead. 
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Reference: https://medium.com/awesome-azure/azure-difference-between-azure-expressroute-and-azure-vpn-gateway-
comparison-azure-hybrid-connectivity-5f7ce02044f3 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has a hybrid cloud infrastructure that contains a Microsoft 365 E5 subscription and an Azure subscription. 

All on-premises servers in the perimeter network are prevented from connecting directly to the internet. 

The customer recently recovered from a ransomware attack. 

The customer plans to deploy Microsoft Sentinel. 

You need to recommend solutions to meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Ensure that the security operations team can access the security logs and the operation logs. 

2. 

Ensure that the IT operations team can access only the operations logs, including the event logs of the servers in the
perimeter network. Which two solutions should you include in the recommendation? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. a custom collector that uses the Log Analytics agent 

B. the Azure Monitor agent 

C. resource-based role-based access control (RBAC) 

D. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Conditional Access policies 

Correct Answer: BC 

A: You can collect data in custom log formats to Microsoft Sentinel with the Log Analytics agent. 

Note: You can use the Log Analytics agent to collect data in text files of nonstandard formats from both Windows and
Linux computers. Once collected, you can either parse the data into individual fields in your queries or extract the data 

during collection to individual fields. 

You can connect your data sources to Microsoft Sentinel using custom log formats. 

C: Microsoft Sentinel uses Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC) to provide built-in roles that can be assigned
to users, groups, and services in Azure. 

Use Azure RBAC to create and assign roles within your security operations team to grant appropriate access to
Microsoft Sentinel. The different roles give you fine-grained control over what Microsoft Sentinel users can see and do.
Azure 

roles can be assigned in the Microsoft Sentinel workspace directly (see note below), or in a subscription or resource
group that the workspace belongs to, which Microsoft Sentinel inherits. 

Incorrect: 
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A: You can collect data in custom log formats to Microsoft Sentinel with the Log Analytics agent. 

Note: You can use the Log Analytics agent to collect data in text files of nonstandard formats from both Windows and
Linux computers. Once collected, you can either parse the data into individual fields in your queries or extract the data
during collection to individual fields. 

You can connect your data sources to Microsoft Sentinel using custom log formats. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agents-overview https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/sentinel/connect-custom-logs?tabs=DCG https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/roles 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a Microsoft 365 subscription that syncs with Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS). 

You need to define the recovery steps for a ransomware attack that encrypted data in the subscription. The solution
must follow Microsoft Security Best Practices. 

What is the first step in the recovery plan? 

A. From Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, perform a security scan. 

B. Recover files to a cleaned computer or device. 

C. Contact law enforcement. 

D. Disable Microsoft OneDrive sync and Exchange ActiveSync. 

Correct Answer: D 

The following containment steps can be done concurrently as new threat vectors are discovered. 

Step 1: Assess the scope of the situation 

Which user accounts were compromised? 

Which devices are affected? Which applications are affected? Step 2: Preserve existing systems 

*

 Disable all privileged user accounts except for a small number of accounts used by your admins to assist in resetting
the integrity of your AD DS infrastructure. If a user account is believed to be compromised, disable it immediately. 

*

 Isolate compromised systems from the network, but do not shut them off. 

*

 Etc. 

Note: 

With OneDrive, you can sync files between your computer and the cloud, so you can get to your files from anywhere -
your computer, your mobile device, and even through the OneDrive website at OneDrive.com. 
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ActiveSync is a client protocol that lets users synchronize their Exchange mailbox with a mobile device. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security/compass/incident-response-playbook-dart-ransomware-approach 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

Your company wants to optimize using Azure to protect its resources from ransomware. 

You need to recommend which capabilities of Azure Backup and Azure Storage provide the strongest protection against
ransomware attacks. The solution must follow Microsoft Security Best Practices. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: A security PIN 

Azure Backup 

The best way to prevent falling victim to ransomware is to implement preventive measures and have tools that protect
your organization from every step that attackers take to infiltrate your systems. 

You can reduce your on-premises exposure by moving your organization to a cloud service. 

Checks have been added to make sure only valid users can perform various operations. These include adding an extra
layer of authentication. As part of adding an extra layer of authentication for critical operations, you\\'re prompted to
enter a 

security PIN before modifying online backups. 

Box 2: Encryption by using platform-managed keys 

Ensure backup data is encrypted. 

By default, backup data at rest is encrypted using platform-managed keys (PMK). For vaulted backups, you can choose
to use customer-managed keys (CMK) to own and manage the encryption keys yourself. Additionally, you can
configure 

encryption on the storage infrastructure using infrastructure-level encryption, which along with CMK encryption provides
double encryption of data at rest. 
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Reference: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/backup-plan-to-protect-against-ransomware 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/protect-backups-from-ransomware-faq 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to recommend a strategy for securing the litware.com forest. The solution must meet the identity
requirements. 

What should you include in the recommendation? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE;
Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Microsoft defender for cloud 

Scenario: Prevent AD DS user accounts from being locked out by brute force attacks that target Azure AD user
accounts. 
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When Microsoft Defender for Cloud detects a Brute-force attack, it triggers an alert to bring you awareness that a brute
force attack took place. The automation uses this alert as a trigger to block the traffic of the IP by creating a security rule
in 

the NSG attached to the VM to deny inbound traffic from the IP addresses attached to the alert. In the alerts of this type,
you can find the attacking IP address appearing in the \\'entities\\' field of the alert. 

Box 2: An account lockout policy in AD DS 

Scenario: 

Detect brute force attacks that directly target AD DS user accounts. 

Smart lockout helps lock out bad actors that try to guess your users\\' passwords or use brute-force methods to get in.
Smart lockout can recognize sign-ins that come from valid users and treat them differently than ones of attackers and
other 

unknown sources. Attackers get locked out, while your users continue to access their accounts and be productive. 

Verify on-premises account lockout policy 

To verify your on-premises AD DS account lockout policy, complete the following steps from a domain-joined system
with administrator privileges: 

1. 

Open the Group Policy Management tool. 

2. 

Edit the group policy that includes your organization\\'s account lockout policy, such as, the Default Domain Policy. 

3. 

Browse to Computer Configuration > Policies > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Account Policies > Account
Lockout Policy. 

4. 

Verify your Account lockout threshold and Reset account lockout counter after values. 

Reference: https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-defender-for-cloud/automation-to-block-brute-force-
attacked-ip-detected-by/ba-p/1616825 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/howto-
password-smart-lockout#verify-on-premises-account-lockout-policy 
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